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Purpose: To retrospectively assess the incremental value of an ap-
parent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map combined with
T2-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images compared
with T2-weighted images alone for prostate cancer detec-
tion by using a pathologic map as the reference standard.

Materials and
Methods:

This retrospective study was approved by the institutional
review board; informed consent was waived. The study
included 52 patients (mean age, 65 years � 5 [standard
deviation]; range, 48–76 years) who underwent endorec-
tal MR imaging and step-section histologic examination.
Three readers with varying experience levels reviewed
T2-weighted images alone, the ADC map alone, and T2-
weighted images and ADC maps. The prostate was divided
into 12 segments. The probability of prostate cancer in
each segment on MR images was recorded with a five-
point scale. Areas under the receiver operating character-
istic curve (AUCs) were compared by using the Z test;
sensitivity and specificity were determined with the Z test
after adjusting for data clustering.

Results: AUC of T2-weighted and ADC data (reader 1, 0.90; reader
2, 0.88; reader 3, 0.76) was greater than that of T2-
weighted images (reader 1, 0.79; reader 2, 0.75; reader 3,
0.66) for all readers (P � .0001 in all comparisons). AUC
of T2-weighted and ADC data was greater for readers 1
and 2 than for reader 3 (P � .001). Sensitivity of T2-
weighted and ADC data (reader 1, 88%; reader 2, 81%;
and reader 3, 78%) was greater than that of T2-weighted
images (reader 1, 74%; reader 2, 67%; reader 3, 67%) for
all readers (P � .01 for reader 1; P � .02 for readers 2 and
3). Specificity of T2-weighted and ADC data was greater
than that of T2-weighted images for reader 1 (88% vs
79%, P � .03) and reader 2 (89% vs 77%, P � .001).

Conclusion: The addition of an ADC map to T2-weighted images can
improve the diagnostic performance of MR imaging in
prostate cancer detection.
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A lthough endorectal magnetic res-
onance (MR) imaging has been
widely used for detection and lo-

calization of prostate cancer prior to
treatment, this modality has been noted
to be limited because of unsatisfactory
sensitivity and specificity for prostate
cancer detection (1–3).

Recent hardware and software im-
provement allows the expanded use of
diffusion-weighted imaging for the dif-
ferentiation of cancer tissue from non-
cancerous tissue, on the basis of the fact
that cancer tissue generally tends to
have more restricted diffusion than non-
cancerous tissue because of its high cell
densities and abundant intra- and inter-
cellular membranes (1). Investigators
have noted that the apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) is significantly lower
in prostate cancer than in noncancerous
tissue, thereby suggesting the feasibility
of an ADC map for prostate cancer de-
tection (1,3–7).

Most previous studies (7–11) on dif-
fusion-weighted imaging of the prostate
involved the comparison of the ADC of
prostate cancer with that of noncancer-
ous tissue by using regions-of-interest
measurements. However, a study of the
actual value of the ADC for prostate
cancer detection requires a more sys-
tematized study, in which multiple read-
ers independently interpret images and
a dedicated lesion-by-lesion analysis is

performed to compare MR imaging and
histologic findings.

The purpose of our study was to
retrospectively assess the incremental
value of an ADC map combined with
T2-weighted images compared with T2-
weighted images alone for prostate can-
cer detection by using a pathologic map
from radical prostatectomy as the refer-
ence standard.

Materials and Methods

This retrospective study was approved
by the institutional review board of
Asan Medical Center for human investi-
gation, and the requirement for in-
formed consent was waived.

Patients
The flow diagram for patient selection is
summarized in Figure 1. Our primary
patient selection criteria were as fol-
lows: (a) patients underwent radical
prostatectomy for pathologically proved
prostate cancer at our institution be-
tween March 2005 and February 2007
and (b) patients underwent preopera-
tive prostate MR imaging examination,
which included both T2-weighted and
diffusion-weighted imaging with a 1.5-T
MR unit by using the combination of an
endorectal coil and phased-array pelvic
coils. At our institution, prostate MR
imaging examination is performed with
both 1.5-T and 3.0-T units, and patients
are randomly assigned to either of the
two units. During the same period, pre-
operative prostate MR imaging exami-
nations were performed with a 1.5-T
unit in 67 patients and with a 3.0-T unit
in 72 patients. We suggested that endo-
rectal T2-weighted imaging at 1.5 T is
more adequate for the comparison of
the accuracy of diffusion-weighted and

T2-weighted imaging in prostate cancer
detection because the accuracy of endo-
rectal T2-weighted imaging with a 1.5-T
unit had been more widely reported in
previous studies. Therefore, this study
included only patients who underwent
endorectal MR imaging examination
with a 1.5-T unit. According to the pri-
mary criteria, 64 patients were se-
lected. From these patients, 12 were
excluded for the following reasons:
(a) image distortion caused by hip pros-
theses or patient motion was too severe
for readers to interpret (n � 5);
(b) patients’ pathologic maps were un-
available (n � 3); (c) MR imaging was
performed within 6 weeks of prostate
biopsy (n � 3); and (d) hormone treat-
ment was administered prior to MR im-
aging (n � 1).

Consequently, 52 patients (mean
age, 65 years � 5 [standard deviation];
range, 48–76 years) were included in
our study. The time interval between
MR imaging examination and radical
prostatectomy was 11 days � 10
(range, 2–38 days). The Gleason score
of the prostate cancer was 7.4 � 1.5
(range, 6–9). The preoperative pros-
tate-specific antigen level ranged from
1.2 to 79.6 ng/mL (mean, 10.5 ng/mL �
8.2). The clinical stage ranged from
T2aN0M0 to T3bN1M0, with a median
stage of T2cN0M0.
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Advances in Knowledge

� The area under the receiver oper-
ating characteristic curve (AUC),
sensitivity, and accuracy of T2-
weighted images and apparent
diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps
(0.76–0.90, 78%–88%, and
68%–88%, respectively) are
greater than those of T2-weighted
images alone, irrespective of
reader experience.

� The accuracy of T2-weighted im-
ages and ADC maps depends on
the level of the reader’s experi-
ence, as the AUC was greater for
readers with a high or intermediate
level of experience (0.88–0.90) than
for the reader with a low level of
experience (0.76).

Implications for Patient Care

� The addition of diffusion-weighted
imaging to the MR imaging proto-
col can improve the detection and
localization of prostate cancer.

� T2-weighted images and ADC
maps can be more accurately in-
terpreted by radiologists with a
high level of experience.
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MR Imaging Examination
All MR examinations were performed
with a 1.5-T MR unit (Avanto; Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany) by using the combi-
nation of an endorectal coil (Prostate
Coil-BPX; Medrad, Pittsburgh, Pa) and a
six-channel phased-array coil. The maxi-
mum gradient specifications were 45
mT/m for amplitude and 200 mT/m/sec
for slew rate. Hyoscine butylbromide
(Buscopan; Boehringer Ingelheim, In-
gelheim, Germany) (20 mg) was injected
intramuscularly immediately prior to be-
ginning the MR imaging examination to
reduce peristalsis.

Transverse T1-weighted images (repe-
tition time msec/echo time msec, 400–
700/10–14; section thickness, 4 mm;
intersection gap, 0 mm; field of view, 22
cm; and matrix, 256 � 192) and trans-
verse, coronal, and sagittal T2-weighted
fast spin-echo images (4310–4370/
80–90 [effective]; echo train length, 15;
matrix, 768 � 768; section thickness, 4
mm; intersection gap, 0 mm; and field
of view, 22 cm) of the prostate and sem-
inal vesicles were obtained.

Transverse diffusion-weighted images
were obtained by using a single-shot spin-
echo echo-planar imaging sequence with
the following parameters: 3400/117 and b
values of 0 and 1000 sec/mm2. Full echo
information was obtained with a bandwidth
of 1220 Hz/pixel and a matrix size of 256 �
256. The field of view was 22 cm, with
4-mm section thickness and no intersection
gap, covering the entire prostate and sem-
inal vesicles. The orientation and location of
these images were prescribed identically to
the transverse T2-weighted prostate im-
ages.

In the presence of diffusion-sensitizing
gradients, the ADC was given by using the
following equation: ADC � (�1/b) � ln(Sb/
S0), where Sb and S0 are the signal intensi-
ties with and without diffusion weighting,
respectively, and b is the diffusion-sensitiz-
ing factor (b value). ADC maps were con-
structed according to this equation on the
basis of a voxelwise calculation.

Histologic Examination and Image
Correlation
After prostate resection, each specimen
was step-sectioned into 4-mm slices, as
previously described (12). As a routine

pathologic examination for prostate can-
cer, cancer foci were outlined in ink on
step-sectionpathologic slices of theprostate
by faculty pathologists in our institution. A
faculty radiologist (K.S.C., with 20 years
of experience in interpreting prostate
MR images) matched the step-section
pathologic slices with corresponding
T2-weighted images and ADC maps.
Landmarks used for the alignment of
MR images with histologic slices in-
cluded the morphologic features of the
peripheral zone, central gland, apex,
and base of the prostate, as well as
cysts, calcifications, the verumonta-
num, and the urethra, as described in a
previous study (6,13).

MR Image Analysis
T2-weighted images and ADC maps for
each case were interpreted by three in-
dependent readers (J.K.K., K.A.K.,
H.K.L.) who were unaware of clinical
and histologic findings. The three read-
ers knew that all patients in the study
had biopsy-proved prostate cancer.
Reader 1 (J.K.K.) was a radiologist with
a high level of experience (ie, faculty
radiologist in the genitourinary division
who had interpreted at least 800 pros-
tatic MR images in 12 years); reader 2
(K.A.K.) was a radiologist with an in-
termediate level of experience (ie, fel-
low radiologist in the genitourinary divi-
sion who had interpreted approximately
150 prostatic MR images in 8 years);

and reader 3 (H.K.L.) was a radiologist
with a low level of experience (ie, 4th-
year resident in the radiology depart-
ment who had interpreted approxi-
mately 60 prostatic MR images in the 3
years prior to the start of this study).

To systematize the prostate image
evaluation, each prostate was divided
into a total of 12 segments. Each pros-
tate was divided into three levels: the
base, midgland, and apex in both the
right and left lobes. In both halves at
each level, the gland was then further
subdivided into the transitional zone
and the peripheral zone. The base was
determined to be the region extending
from the cranial margin of the prostate
to the widest transverse diameter of the
prostate. The midgland was defined as
the region between the widest trans-
verse diameter and the orifices of the
ejaculatory ducts at the verumontanum.
The apex was defined as the region infe-
rior to the midgland.

All readers independently reviewed
the T2-weighted images alone, the ADC
map alone, and a combination of the
T2-weighted images and ADC maps.
The three data sets in each patient were
randomly interpreted in different ses-
sions at 4-week intervals.

The presence of cancer in the pe-
ripheral zone on T2-weighted images
or ADC maps was suggested when an
area of nodular low signal intensity
was noted. In the central gland, the

Figure 1

Figure 1: Flow diagram of patient selection.
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criterion was the appearance of an
area of homogeneously low signal in-
tensity with ill-defined margins on T2-
weighted images and ADC maps (14).
Areas of low signal intensity on T2-
weighted images and high signal inten-
sity on T1-weighted images were con-
sidered indicative of hemorrhage after
biopsy rather than cancerous tissue
(15). According to these criteria, the
probability for the presence of cancer
in each segment was estimated by us-
ing a five-point rating scale: 1 indi-
cated normal tissue; 2, probably nor-
mal tissue; 3, possible cancer; 4, prob-
able cancer; and 5, definite cancer.

Statistical Analysis
To evaluate the diagnostic performance
of the three MR imaging data sets for
the detection of prostate cancer, re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC)

analysis was performed. The areas un-
der the ROC curves (AUCs) were then
compared for each of the three data sets
by each reader and between the readers
for each data set by using the Z test.
ROC study was performed by using soft-
ware (MedCalc for Windows, version
7.4.1.0; MedCalc, Mariakerke, Bel-
gium).

From the ROC curves, the optimal
cutoff point was extracted, which
showed the best separation (minimal
false-negative and false-positive results)
for prostate cancer detection. Sensitiv-
ity, specificity, and overall accuracy,
which corresponded to the cutoff val-
ues, were then calculated and compared
between data sets and between readers
by using the Z test after adjusting for the
effect of clustering according to litera-
ture references (16). Calculation of sta-
tistical parameters for the adjustment

for data clustering and comparison of
sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy was
performed by using software (Excel for
Windows, version 2003; Microsoft,
Redmond, Wash).

In every statistical analysis, a P
value of less than .05 was considered to
indicate a significant difference.

Results

According to pathologic findings, there
was prostate cancer in 227 (36%) of
624 segments and no cancer tissue in
397 (64%) of 624 segments. Prostate
cancer was noted in 97 (31%) of 312
segments in the transition zone and in
130 (42%) of 312 segments in the pe-
ripheral zone. The mean number of seg-
ments with prostate cancer was 4.4 �
2.2 (range, 1–12).

The AUCs of the three readers are
shown in Table 1 and Figure 2, and a
representative case is demonstrated in
Figure 3. Sensitivity, specificity, and ac-
curacy for cancer detection and the sig-
nificant difference of these parameters
between T2-weighted images alone and
T2-weighted images and ADC maps to-
gether are shown in Table 2.

According to the ROC curves, a
score of 4 was determined to be the
cutoff value for determining the pres-
ence of prostate cancer in each seg-
ment. Consequently, segments with a

Figure 2

Figure 2: Graphs of ROC curves for prostate cancer detection for (a) reader 1, (b) reader 2, and (c) reader 3. T2WI � T2-weighted images.

Table 1

AUCs for Prostate Cancer Detection for Three Readers

Reader T2-weighted Images ADC Map
T2-weighted Images and
ADC Map P Value*

1 0.79 (0.75, 0.82) 0.86 (0.83, 0.89) 0.90 (0.87, 0.92) �.0001
2 0.75 (0.72, 0.79) 0.81 (0.77, 0.84) 0.88 (0.85, 0.91) �.0001
3 0.66 (0.63, 0.70) 0.74 (0.70, 0.77) 0.76 (0.73, 0.80) �.0001

Note.—Data in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals.

* Indicates difference between T2-weighted images and ADC map and T2-weighted images alone.
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score of 4 or 5 were considered to have
prostate cancer.

Comparison of Accuracy of Imaging
Acquisitions
All three readers had greater AUCs for
T2-weighted images and ADC maps
than for T2-weighted images alone
(reader 1, 0.90 vs 0.79; reader 2, 0.88
vs 0.75; reader 3, 0.76 vs 0.66) (P �
.0001 for all comparisons). For readers
1 and 2, the AUCs for T2-weighted im-
ages and ADC maps were greater than
those for the ADC map alone (0.86 for
reader 1 and 0.81 for reader 2) (P �
.036 for reader 1 and P � .001 for
reader 2).

All readers had greater sensitivity
for T2-weighted images and ADC maps
than for T2-weighted images alone
(reader 1, 88% vs 74% [P � .01];
reader 2, 81% vs 67% [P � .02]; reader
3, 78% versus 67% [P � .02]). For
readers 1 and 2, specificity for T2-
weighted images and ADC maps (88%
and 89%, respectively) was greater
than that for T2-weighted images alone
(79% and 77%, respectively) (P � .03
and P � .001, respectively). All readers
had greater accuracy for T2-weighted
images and ADC maps than for T2-
weighted images alone (reader 1, 88%
vs 77% [P � .001]; reader 2, 86% vs

77% [P � .001]; reader 3, 68% versus
61% [P � .04]).

Comparison of Reader Accuracy for
T2-weighted Images and ADC Maps
With T2-weighted images and ADC
maps, reader 1 had greater AUC (0.90
vs 0.76), sensitivity (88% vs 78%),

specificity (88% vs 63%), and accu-
racy (88% vs 68%) than reader 3 (P �
.001 for AUC, specificity, and accu-
racy; P � .04 for sensitivity). AUC,
specificity, and accuracy were greater
for reader 2 (0.88, 89%, and 86%,
respectively) than for reader 3 (P �
.001 for all comparisons).

Figure 3

Figure 3: Imaging data in 68-year-old man with prostate cancer. (a) Histologic step section shows two outlined cancer areas in peripheral zone of right lobe (arrow)
and transitional zone of left lobe (arrowheads). (b) Transverse T2-weighted MR image and (c) ADC map at the same level as a. Two lesions with low signal intensity in
peripheral zone of right lobe (arrow) and in transitional zone of left lobe (arrowheads) are noted and are considered prostate cancer. On T2-weighted image, readers 1, 2,
and 3 detected cancer only in the right lobe. On T2-weighted image and ADC map, readers 1 and 2 detected two cancer areas, while reader 3 detected a cancer area in the
right lobe.

Table 2

Comparison of Three Data Sets for Prostate Cancer Detection on a 12-Segment Basis
for Three Readers

Parameter T2-weighted Images ADC Map
T2-weighted Images and
ADC Map P Value*

Reader 1
Sensitivity 74 (167/227) �68, 79� 75 (171/227) �69, 82� 88 (199/227) �83, 93� .01
Specificity 79 (312/397) �75, 83� 86 (340/397) �82, 89� 88 (348/397) �84, 91� .03
Accuracy 77 (479/624) �73, 80� 82 (511/624) �79, 85� 88 (547/624) �85, 90� �.001

Reader 2
Sensitivity 67 (152/227) �60, 74� 75 (171/227) �68, 82� 81 (185/227) �76, 87� .02
Specificity 77 (307/397) �73, 81� 78 (310/397) �74, 82� 89 (354/397) �86, 92� �.001
Accuracy 77 (479/624) �73, 80� 77 (481/624) �74, 80� 86 (539/624) �84, 89� �.001

Reader 3
Sensitivity 67 (152/227) �60, 74� 74 (168/227) �66, 80� 78 (177/227) �71, 85� .02
Specificity 57 (226/397) �52, 62� 68 (270/397) �63, 73� 63 (249/397) �58, 68� .07
Accuracy 61 (378/624) �57, 64) 70 (436/624) �66, 73� 68 (426/624) �65, 72� .04

Note.—Data are percentages, with numbers used to calculate percentages in parentheses and 95% confidence intervals in
brackets.

* Indicates difference between T2-weighted images and ADC map and T2-weighted images alone.
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Discussion

In our lesion-based analysis, three read-
ers with varying experience levels all
showed greater AUC, sensitivity, and
accuracy for prostate cancer detection
with T2-weighted images and ADC
maps than with T2-weighted images
alone. Furthermore, for readers 1 and
2, specificity for prostate cancer detec-
tion was greater with T2-weighted im-
ages and ADC maps than with T2-
weighted images alone. Therefore, our
study suggests that the addition of an
ADC map to T2-weighted images can
significantly improve the diagnostic per-
formance of MR imaging in prostate
cancer detection.

Recent studies (17–19) have also
shown the superiority of T2-weighted
imaging and ADC to T2-weighted imag-
ing alone in their lesion-based analysis.
Results of the study by Haider et al (17)
are comparable to ours, because they
also obtained endorectal MR images
with a 1.5-T unit. In their study, in
which one experienced reader inter-
preted T2-weighted images alone and
T2-weighted images and ADC maps to-
gether, the resulting AUC (0.87), sensi-
tivity (81%), and specificity (84%) of
T2-weighted images and the ADC map
for prostate cancer detection were sim-
ilar to those of our experienced radiolo-
gist (reader 1) (AUC, 0.90; sensitivity,
88% [199 of 227]; specificity, 88% [348
of 397]).

In addition to showing the incre-
mental value of an ADC map for pros-
tate cancer detection, our study also
shows that the accuracy of the interpre-
tation of T2-weighted images and ADC
maps depends to some degree on the
level of the reader’s experience, as the
AUC, specificity, and overall accuracy
were greater for readers with a high or
intermediate level of experience than
for a less experienced reader. More-
over, with regard to the ADC map
alone, AUC, specificity, and overall ac-
curacy were greater for readers with a
high or intermediate level of experience
than for a less experienced reader. We
suggest that this experience-dependent
performance of interpreting T2-weighted
images and ADC maps and the ADC

map alone may be related to the qualita-
tive process in the interpretation of the
gray-scale ADC map. On a gray-scale
display, only qualitative analysis based
on the difference of ADC between vox-
els is apparent, but the actual value of
the ADC is not displayed. Therefore,
the interpretation of the ADC map is
somewhat subjective for each reader,
thus resulting in interobserver variabil-
ity. To achieve more reliable results
with the ADC map, it may be helpful to
develop an advanced quantitative dis-
play method, such as the threshold-
based color-display of ADC.

It is unclear how specific the ADC is
for prostate cancer. The ADC is basi-
cally a parameter that displays the char-
acteristics of the structural and mag-
netic environment that influences pro-
ton diffusion (20). The ADC then
reflects various physical and physiologic
characteristics of tissue but is not spe-
cific for cancer itself. Therefore, various
abnormal conditions such as inflamma-
tion, ischemia, or benign prostatic hy-
perplasia, which cause structural changes,
can alter the ADC value in a region of
tissue (21). This nonspecificity of ADC
for cancer tissue may result in an over-
lap of ADC between cancer and noncan-
cerous tissue. Therefore, we suggest
that the ADC map is helpful as a supple-
ment to T2-weighted images rather than
as a substitute for T2-weighted images.

A potential limitation of the ADC in
cancer detection is its variability, as the
diffusivity of a certain tissue may change
according to biologic factors, such as a
patient’s age and body temperature,
and technical factors, such as b value
and location and area of region of inter-
est (22–27). Therefore, the ADC thresh-
old for the differentiation of cancer
from noncancerous tissue may also
vary, which makes it difficult to gener-
ally apply a certain ADC threshold for
cancer detection. To overcome this po-
tential limitation, normalized ADC,
which is called relative ADC, can be
calculated with ADCles/ADCrs, where
ADCles is the ADC of the lesion and
ADCrs is the ADC of the reference site.
Normalized ADC seems to be necessary
because normalization can reduce the
variability of ADC caused by various pa-

tient or technical factors. The relative
ADC is commonly used for brain imag-
ing, which uses the contralateral brain
area as reference tissue for calculating
the relative ADC. We suggest that fu-
ture efforts should therefore be made to
determine the optimal relative ADC to
be used for prostate cancer detection.

Diffusion-weighted imaging may be
also potentially limited by organ motion,
despite correct localization of the endo-
rectal coil and inhibition of bowel peri-
stalsis by the injection of hyoscine butyl-
bromide, because organ motion may re-
duce the reliability of ADC map.

There were limitations to our study.
First, because our study was a retro-
spective study, there may have been se-
lection and verification biases. More-
over, because readers interpreted the
MR imaging data with the knowledge
that the patients had prostate cancer,
there was a potential bias in that read-
ers might have considered equivocal le-
sions as prostate cancer, thereby in-
creasing the sensitivity.

Second, our study may be poten-
tially limited by recall bias of the pres-
ence or absence of prostate cancer in a
certain segment of the prostate. The re-
view of an earlier MR interpretation
session may have influenced the follow-
ing MR interpretation. To minimize this
bias, our image interpretation sessions
were performed with a time interval of
4 weeks, and the three imaging data
sets were evaluated in random order in
each session.

Third, because our study included
patients who underwent radical prosta-
tectomy, there may have been a selec-
tion bias in that only patients with less
aggressive and more localized prostate
cancer were involved.

Finally, the correlation between
imaging and histologic examination on
a section-by-section basis has inherent
limitations because the angle of the
histologic slices may differ from that
at MR imaging and the prostate usu-
ally shrinks during fixation. To reduce
this potential limitation, we divided
the prostate into 12 segments. Thus,
the determination of the presence of
prostate cancer in a segment was less
affected by potential mismatching be-
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tween MR imaging sections and histo-
logic slices.

In conclusion, our study indicates
that the addition of ADC maps to T2-
weighted images provides significantly
more accurate results than T2-weighted
images alone for prostate cancer detec-
tion. Our results suggest that both the
detection and localization of prostate
cancer will improve if this technique is
included in the routine MR imaging pro-
tocol.
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